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• The space industry is expected to establish
a lasting human presence on the Moon in
the coming decade [1].

• A reliable and resilient electric power grid is
a pivotal requirement to sustain human life
on the surface of the Moon and other
extraterrestrial bodies [2].

• The Lunar environment introduces many
novel conditions not experienced by Earth-
based power systems, which will require a
new approach to power system design and
operation [3]-[5].

• This research investigates the impact of
three likely failure modes - generation loss
and two short circuit faults - on voltage
stability in both the Earth and Lunar
environment.

• All scenarios created voltage instability in 
the system, but in some cases the naïve 
controls were able to recover the voltage 
provided to the loads and DC bus.

• The base case results show that under 
normal operation Lunar environmental 
conditions create voltage instability and 
resource inadequacy, both worsened by 
loss of generation and faults.

• Results show that conventional controls 
are insufficient for maintaining system 
stability under the potentially hazardous 
conditions of the Moon and present an 
opportunity for smart controls.
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• DC microgrid consisting of 
‒ 50 kW solar PV, 
‒ boost converter controlled 

by MPPT, 
‒ buck converter controlled 

by PI, 
‒ 96 kWh battery storage 

with PI-controlled buck-
boost converter, and 

‒ fluctuating loads.

• 10-second simulation 
scenarios include:
‒ Base case (no fault)
‒ Loss of half of PV array
‒ Line-to-line fault at PV
‒ Line-to-line fault at load

• Faults are introduced at 5 
seconds for 3 cycles.
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